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Summary 

On January 3Is t  of this year the United 
States celebrated its tenth anniversary in Bpace. 
In just one decade we hare seen our space pro- 
gram climb fxorn an humble beginning {a 30.8- 
pound payload put into oxbit with a jury-rigged 
racket)  to extra-vehicular-activity and the tre- 
mendous Saturn V vehicle capable ,of-putting 
250,000 pounds into low earth orbit. W e  have 
seen i t  grow from a "quick and dirty" operation 
to a program which at ita peak had approxi- 
maleky 380,000 industrial employees in excess 
of $5. O billion per year. The marshalling of 
this great management and technological team 
generated many "growing pains. I' A few years 
ago tha hue and cry was, "Where are w,e going 
to get suffic.ient people with scientific knowledge 
and drive to implement the space program? " 
Industry, sometimes xeluctantly, was pressed 
into tasks which required managerial and 
technical ekills beyond those they then possessed. 

Judging from the succces o f  recent  launches, 
one might conclude that the moat difficult prob- 
lema are past. But j u s t  a s  NASA experienced 
many "growing pains" in reaching the peak effort 
in 1965,  it is now finding that the '"shrinkage 
paine" are as severe. NASA is reducing its 
nationwide employment by 4 , 0 0 0  to 5,000 people 
per month. By July of bbis year industrial e m -  
plqment  will have been redaced over 113 (to 
about 240,000 people) and the number of firm6 
wi l l  have been reduced to about 15,000.  

Since the engines have the longest Leadtime 
of anything in the Saturn vehicles, their activity 
haer progressed further down the retrenchment 
curve than other facets of the system, as seen 
in Figure 1. The management decisions to cope 
with this shrinking base of activity have already 
been Implemented. Other program segments 
must now cross these same bridges. 

The Problem 

As the ApmUo Program declines in person- 
nel and expenditures. Government and Industry 
managers must tailor the reductions Ln accord- 
ance with many influence factors - the most 
formidable of these is the budget. In the light 
of the overall budget pressure. what priority 
shduld be given to sustaining engineering? On 
the one hand. the program dictates a need for 
a competent engineering staff to keep complex, 
hand-built vehicles flying, while an the other 
band the ever-present budget pressure and the 
intermittent natnrt of the demand for this still 
make it, difficult and expensive to provide. 

An effectivt answer to this paradox presents 
a real challenge to NASA rnanagement'today. 
The experienke of Marshall Space Flight Center's 
(MSFC) enghes and the approach usea to buffer 
an otherwise rapid decay in engineering capa- 
bzity provide a relevant case study in the man- 
agement of engineering capability ia a declining 
program. 

. Background 

For perspective, note the lead times and 
phasing of a typical rocket engine development 
program in relation to the overall vehicle pro- 
gram (Figure 21 -- in tKis case the F-l engine. 
The Flight Rating Test [FRT) was cor-qle ted 
h o  and one-hali years prior to the time engines 
of  that configuration flew in AS-501. The same 
thing is true in regard to the QuaL U: configura- 
tion, which is the configuration qualified for 
the lunar mission. But as far  as the engine de- 
velopment personnel w e r e  concerned, the bulk 
of the design effort and the chalLenge were  gone 
when the engine proved itself in qualification 
testing. Upon completion of qua1 testing, the 
design and development per. onnel strength began 
to phase down sttarply, even though the flight 
integrity of the engine was not yet established. 



Thia gave rise to a basic question: After engine 
qualification, where and how far is it prudent 
to cut back the technical capability, and s t i l l  
provide adeqia te technical support for the flight 
test  and operational phases of the program? 

Precedences exist from which we m a y  se- 
cure s o m e  guidance. For  example, Prate & 
Whitney has found that their  sus t a k i n g  e n g h e e r -  
ing effort following the f irst  qualitication of a 
jet  engine is  approximateIy equal t o  the total devel- 
opment cost experienced prior to that first quali- 
fication. Since this experience haa evolved from 
a competitive environment in which the company 
mast make a prof i t  to survive, i t  is considered 
highly credible.  

Aftet engine system qualification in the Red- 
stone program, a ce~tain problem-solving capa- 
bility was provided in t e rms  of the hardware and 
t e s t  stands needed to solve problems, but little 
planning was done toward a balanced program 
from an engineering standpoint. ' Well into the 
flight program a serious injector problern'de- 
veloped. When the sustaining engineering team 
began-to tackle this problem, i t  was readily ap-. 
parent that the needed engine hardware and tes t  
atands ware available but that most of the capable 
people had left the program. Consequently, the 
technical team was of insufficient stature to 
handle the problem in a timely fashion. Fertu- 
nately, many of the engineers who had left  the 
Redstone engine pro jec t  were working on other 
projects at the contractor 's  plant, and the con- 
tractor was able to rebuild the team by transfer- 
ring Home of the people back into the Redstone 
engine project. Even rb, it took about 90 days 
fox thaw to get "up to speedt1 on the project 
again. From this Redstone incident a lot was 
learnedabout how "not to do i t . "  Consequently, 
in the Jupiter program an evolution was begun 
which has resulted in w h a t  is today a very  flex- 
ib le  sustaining engineering effort wLch has paid 
substantial dividends in the Apollo program. 
Not only has the susbining engineering provided 
the direct benefit of rapid response to manu- 
factur ing and field problems, but it has also 
produced many important by-products. 

An Approach to Sustaining Engheering 

A s  i s  true for any sophisticated piece of 
machinery,  a liquid socket engine which oper- 
a tes  under dynamic conditions, handles a variety 
of fluids from cryogenics to 6000°F gases. 
utilizes a wide range of mechanical devices from 
~oph i s t i c a t ed  valves Lo high speed rotating ma- 
chinery, and is produced in small quantities, 
wil l  experience field problems. The primary 

objective of, and fo r  that matter the primary 
justification for a sustaining engineesing pro- 
gram, is to provide the capability to solve manu- 
facturing, fieldand flight probtems. Our ex- 
perience in the -~eds tone ,  JupiLer, and Saturn 
programs, provides a basis for eatimating the 
frequency and magnitude of problems relative 
to hardware maturity. For example, Figure  3 
depicts the frequency of major problems versus  
key milestones for the H-1 project. Experi- 
ence on the RL-10, F- 1 and J-2 is similar. 
The uncertainty of when a problem will ar i se  , 

dictates the continuous maintenance af a capa- 
bility to cope with  these problems. One f inds  
that based on experience he i s  able to predict 
the aggregate  needs of the sustaining engineering 
effort reasonably well .  However, the demand 
for these resources  is intermittent, e r ra t i c  and 
cyclic.  This is qualitatively illustrated by com- 
paring Figures 4 and 5 .  Figure 4 shows the 
level of sustaining engineering to be  provided. 
However, going a bit deeper, one real izes  that 
the effort w i l l  be required aa shown in Figure 5. 
Paramourit to an effective sustaining engineer- 
ing program is the efficient programming of the 
most important impravernent t a s k s  between the 
cycles and effart required by f ield and flight 
problems. 

The approach used with tbe Saturn booster 
engines has been to divide the work-into three 
basic categories: 

(1) Operational Suppar t 

(2) Elimination of Potential Failure Mode a 
and Oneratianal Restrictions 

(3)  Upgrading af the Products 

Some elaboration of these categories is in order. 

Operations Support connotes that portion 
of the suataiaing engineering which directly 
supports the operational phases of the Saturn 
program; i. e. , the engineering support needed 
f o r  an on-going h u n c h  vehicle program. The 
bulk of  the effort is utilized to explain and find 
~olations to engine problems which could impede 
or stop the delivery of engines, o r  could impact 
stage assembly, test  o r  launch. To this pri- 
mary task i s  added certain auxiliary eupport- 
ing tasks such as analysis of engine data from 
stage ground and night tests .  reliability a s s e s s -  
ment, flight worthiness verification testing and 
coordination with the stage contractor on inter- 
face matters and engineering change proposals. 



Elimination of Potential Failure Modes and 
Onerational Res~r ic t ions  denotes tha t  w o r k  

which i s  done on those cornpunents and proce- 
dures which have never caused a failure, but 
which h w e  excessive operational res trictiona, 
are difficult to check out, or  based on analysis 
are known to be a potential fa i lure  mode. 

I 
Upgrading' of the Product includes those 

tasks which are directed toward making signi- 
ficant changes in the basic configuration to 
increase performance o r  to s impl i fy  the engine. 
One of the p r i m a r y  purposes of these tasks i s  
to provide challenging work to keep creative 
a n d  energetic people on the program and to keep 
them proficient. Though the percentage of the 
total sustaining engineering program denoted 
l o  this activity is small,  i t  has a v e r y  direct 
and significant bearing on our ability to ade- 
quately support a n  on-going flight program; to 
w i t ,  the Redstone experience earlier. 

The entire resources of the sustaining sngi- 
neering program must be available to solve 
problema which could seriously impede the ovar- 
a l l  launch vehicle program. Therefore, prior- 
ities are asaigned to the work under the sustain- 
ing engineering as f o l l ~ w s :  

Priori ty 1: Operational Support  

Priority 2: Reduction in Potential Failure 
Modes and Operational R e e  trictions 

Priority 3: Upgrading of the Product 

Referring to Figure 6, it is seen that the 
Priar i ty 2 and 3 effort is used to fill the "vaUeysl" 
between the peak loads in the Operational Suppart. 
s hue, in addition to providing the m o r e  challenging 
tasks, the Pr io r i ty  2 and 3 effort is in effect a 
pool of talent which is available to satisfy the high 
demand periods in the Operational Support. In- 
cidentally, it should be noted that the peaks and 
valleya do not occur in all of the specialtiea 
a imultaneous2y. For example, a turbopump prob- 
lem and an injector problem would not be ex- 
pected to occur eimultaneously. Therefore, 
Figure 5 more nearly depicts wha t  happens in a 
given specialty group, rather than in the com- 
posite. Over the years, irr terms of manhours, 
about 70% of the effort has gone to P r i o r i t y  1 ,  
20% to Pr ior i ty  2 ,  and 10'7'0 to Priority 3. 

The effectiveness of  the sustaining engineer- 
ing program is directly related to the carnpre- 
henaiveness of the planning. The planning must 
cover the spectrum. It must consider not only 
each technical specialty which is to be maintained, 

but also the anticipated test ing load (both for 
components and engines) and the test hardware 
needed (including tes t  bed engine systems). 
It must also consider the time phasing of and . 
the balance between each of these. The im- 
portance of a thorough and detailed plan cannot 
be over-emphasized. 

The Results 

Thia pr ior i ty  system has proven to be 
rather successful in achieving our two primary 
goals - the maintenance of a highly qualified 
cadre of technical people and providing timely 
solutions to "program stopper" problema. Two 
examples illustrate the quick respans e to 
problems: 

In June of 1964, streas corrosion cracks 
were found in the LOX domes on the H-1 engines 
which w e r e  installed in Saturn vehicle SA-7. 
The vehicle was at  KSC in preparation fo r  launch. 
Fortunately the problem as related to the alloy 
and heat treat had been detec ted  earlker, though 
the sever i ty  was not c lear ly  known. Under 
Priority 2 effort a dome with  an improved mate- 
rial had been developed and had been incorpo- 
ratedas an  in-line change in the H-1. Conse- 
quently, the manufacturing pipe line was filled 
with the improved domes. As a result ,  all 
eight enghes  were  removed from the stage, the 
domes replaced, and the engines retested and 
reinsklled in the vehicle w i t h  a resuLtant launch 
slip of about two weeks .  Since this dome has a 
lead time of 11 months, not including the needed 
R&D, the flight program could have been seri- 
ously impackd had the problem no t  been identi- 
fied and salved many rnmths b e f ~ x e  it was en- 
countered in the field. 

A second problem, different in nature, buk 
one which also created a launch restraint con- 
csrns a redundant cutoff for the F-1 engine. As 
originally designed the first  stage of the Saturn 
V was to use the stage prevalves as a redundant 
cutoff for the F- 1 engines. Rather late in the 
Saturn V program, a t e s t  was conducted to verify 
that t h i s  system would work. The prevalves 
w e r e  closed while the engine w a s  running, the 
pumps went into deep cavitation wi th  a resul tant  
explosion i n  the LOX pump. The problem was 
resolved by adding redundant shut-down capa- 
bility within the engine. A sys tem which was 
originally designed f o r  ground t e s t  w a s  modified 
and qualified for flight (in both the lab and on 
engine s y s t e m s )  in six weeks. Thus, there was 
no impact on the flight of the f i r s t  Saturn V. 



But the real proof of t h  success of any 
anstaining engineering lays in the flight xecord 
(Figure 7). In the Saturn program thscugh 
February of this year, 173 engines tiad been 
flown wi th  one engine failure. On the SA,b 
flight in the 'Saturn I program an H- 1 engine cut 
off six seconds early. The problem was diag- 
nosed to be a gear failure in the turbopump gear 
train. This gear had already bean identified 
as a potential problem in the sustaining engineer- 
ing (under Priority 21 and an improved gear had 
been developed and put into production. As a 
mattes of fact, the engines in the next vehicle 
( S A - T )  had the better gears, sa no hardware 
changes o r  retrofits were  needed and no costly 
delaya were encountered. 

In addition to the direct contributions to the 
on- going program, there are many by-products 
which fall out af the effort. Rocket engines are, 
a a  everyone knows, very expenhiive. New engine 
development programs are long and +costly. It  
ia,  therefore, sound management to get the 
maximum " m i l e a g e 1 ~ o s s i b l e  from existing 
engines. Some of the biggest f~lfLouts  from 
sustaining engineering are realized by "stretch- 
ing" the design of existing engines. A s  an ex- ' 
ample, the predecessor to the H-1 engme was . 
ra ted  at 135,000 pounds thrust. It was uprated 
to 142,000, and then to 350,000 pounds thrust. 
k repackaged version of the same engine (S-3) 
waa utilized a t  165,000 pounds thrus t ,  under 
the new name, the H-1 engine. It was folluwed 
by further upratings which operated at 188,000, 
200,000, and finally today a t  205,000 pounds 
thrust. 

The significance of theae upratings can be 
beat i l lustrated by looking a t  the payload gain 
achieved by each of our engines as w e  continued 
to refine and improve the basic configuration 
(Figures 8-12). O u r  experience to-date Ieavee 
no doubt that even considering the vehicle rnodi- 
fieation costs,  this is the cheapest method of 
getting additional payload capacity, on a cost  
per pound in orbit basis. Of greater a ignifi- 
cance,, the Saturn V needs the additional capacity 
to put a man on the moon in this decade. 

Another by-product which may be less 
tangible in quantative sense centers around the 
"criticalityv of componenks in the Saturn vehicle. 
Figure 13 shows that on Saturn 501 the engines 
represen ted  almost half of  the tokl criticality 
of the vehicle. Criticality as used here is an 
empirical measure of the reliability of the item 
and the consequences of its faiLuxe with respect 
to mission success. Significant benefits are 
derived in terms of mission success, by keeping 

a well-qualified team focusing on a bet ter  
understanding of and ways b improve the single 
most crit ical i tem on each stage. Sustaining 
engineering prowides the means to break the . 
status-quo psychology and open the door to new 
ideas, whichim the long run  significantly reduce 
flight failure risks. 

Conclusions and Prospectus 

A healthy sustaining engintering progrim, 
subsequent to engine system qualification, has 
bean a part of the normal mode of operation for 
several  years at MSFC. Although the program , 

exists baeically to provide fast responses to 
manufacturing, field and flight problems, i t  is 
also specifically structured to insure main- 
tenance of a highly qualified and balanced engi- 
neering team by providing secondary tasks 
which are pursued during the l u l l  between prob- 
lems.  A similar approach is recommended for 
a l l  who provide complex, state-of -the-art equip- 
ment where schedules and performance are 
critical. Wi th  the 70Yo-201- 10% spl i t  between 
"fire fighting, "insurance, l 1  and "future" 
respectively, w e  have achieved not only the 
basic objective of rapid response to problems 
but also have been able to more fully exploit 
the very significant investment in the engines. 
Thia approach has contributed directly and 
substantially to an unprecedented flight record 
for large vehicles and a much needed payload 
margin kt a relatively low cost. . 

The future, however, must be viewed in 
the cold light of declining resou<cea. The pree- 
sure is on lrom all quarters  to reduce spending. 
Sustaining engineering, a s  described here, has 
worked well, but how far can i t  be cut before 
the integrity of the engineering team i a  l o s t ?  
It  appears that the '"threshhold program" far a n  
engine is one in which the level of activity is 
sized around one engine e y P tern t e s t  stand opera- 
ting one shift. On an average this would provide 
the engineering staff with about h o  o r  three 
engine system tests a week for verification of 
Irfixea" for problem, evaluation of updated com- 
ponenta, etc. Just how fast one s h ~ u l d  reduce 
to this threshhold program remains an open 
question. Certainly not until the lunar mission 
is ac compl is he d. 

The development of the boaster engines 
(the H-1, RL-10, F-1, and J-2) used in the 
Saturn launch vehicle w e r e  begun in the two- 
year period from the Fa31 of 1958 to the Fall 3f 
1960, wall in advance of any of the Saturn stages 
which eventually used them. Therefore the 
Saturn program was built around these engines. 



The next large launch vehicles will  also be built 
qround these engines, or they wi l l  be a long time 

oming - because except for the nuclear engine 
lere are no others. The F- l and J - 2  engines 
ave sufficient growth potential, with relatively 
siraight-forward.engineering changes, t o  provide 
a 2070 increase in the Saturn V payload. The-Level 
of effort in sustainhg engineering wi l l  determine 
when and if these potential gains are to be re- 
alized. It seems prudent that these engines should 
be uprated to the fullest in order to capitalize on 
the rather substantial investment in their develop- 
ment, and to help fill the gap behveen now and the 
day when a new generation of rocket engines is 
available. 
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Figure 6 
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